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Tesla, Rutherford and the Birth 
of the age of Accelerators

J.C. Maxwell, “A Dynamical Theory of the 
Electromagnetic Field”,  

Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. London 155, 459 (1865)

2015-“The Year of Light” 
also marked the 150th anniversary 

of Maxwell’s significant paper:

Nikola Tesla(1856-1943)
• perhaps more than anyone,brought the theory to practice  
• translated it into a spirit of scientific and industrial optimism 
in the US (and Europe). 

years 1892-1893 were important for: 
• Columbia World Exposition (below)  
• Tesla’s European tour- where he met JJ Thompson, Kelvin,  
von Helmholtz, Hertz and others. 
• Thompson’s student, Rutherford, arrived at Cambridge in 1895 
and briefly held a record in radio transmission.



my thanks to Marc Seifer for finding this letter.

Rutherford certainly read the  
TC Martin Tesla compendium:  
“The Researches, Writings and Inventions of Nikola Tesla” 
, when it came out in 1895. 
This book includes Tesla’s lecture on the wave/particle nature  
of light and a solar model of atoms. 

what was Tesla’s influence on Rutherford?



Rutherford’s Lecture:







Some references for this talk:
• M. Krause film:Filmarchiv | Nikola Tesla – Visionär der Moderne (2012)  

https://absolutmedien.de/film/4001/ 

• Sikorski Film(released this year on Amazon..)                                         http://
www.amazon.com/TOWER-PEOPLE-Teslas-Wardenclyffe-Continues/ 

• Marc Seiffer’s book: “Wizard: The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla : Biography 
of a Genius” (Citadel Press Book) 2001 

• my 2011 talk on the CERN website:”Tesla Sparked the Era of Particle 
Accelerators”                                      https://cds.cern.ch/record/1399654 

• an article I wrote on Tesla and Wardencliffe: http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2012/11/07/
honoring-legacy-american-physicist-and-engineer-nikola-tesla.html 

• “The Fly in The Cathedal”, B. Cathcart

https://absolutmedien.de/film/4001/
http://www.amazon.com/TOWER-PEOPLE-Teslas-Wardenclyffe-Continues/
http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2012/11/07/honoring-legacy-american-physicist-and-engineer-nikola-tesla.html


European Tour -1892 
• Jan. 1892: to London, guest of Preece lecture to Institution of Electrical Engineers 
• Lord Kelvin convinced Tesla to repeat lecture next day at Royal Society, Lord Rayleigh chair 

(Kelvin,Thompson, Rayleigh, Crookes, Flemming, Lodge….) 
“Up to that time I never realized that I possessed any particular gift of discovery, but Lord 
Rayleigh, whom I always considered as an ideal man of science, had said so and if that was the 
case, I felt that I should concentrate on some big idea.”-Tesla 
 • Feb. delivers similar lectures in Paris 
• news that T’s mother is dying. returns to Gospic and Zagreb for 6 weeks 
• brother of Kaiser delivers his Berlin talk in his stead 
• On return trip T. visits von Helmholtz in Berlin, Hertz in Bonn

Chronology: Years ~1892

In the US 
• 1891: Tesla US citizenship 
• 1892: Launches several patents including on electrical transmission 
• w. Westinghouse wins contract for lighting Columbia World Exposition 
• subsequent contract for Niagra Falls Project (visits 1896) 
• von Helmholtz and Lord Kelvin visit his demonstrations at CWE 
• 1895: TC Martin publishes Tesla compendium

https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Lord_Rayleigh


Tesla’s World in NYC: friends and “frenemies" in high places

World’s Columbian Exposition, Chicago 1893: Beaux Art Architecture+ Tesla AC wiring



Neighbors in the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel:

Henry Clay Frick (&daughter) John “bet a million” Gates



JJ Astor IV (and young wife) JP Morgan

Friend and “frenemy”

• Astor was an early investor in 
Tesla’s projects and often a  

good friend 
• Morgan was something else



Tesla was a friend of Stanford White and his Family

from left: Stanford, his son Larry (behind W. Wilson), the firm 



The American Renaissance(1876-1917)

by Stanford White (age 27), Louis Comfort Tiffany, Herter Bros 
restauration under Herzog and deMeuron





Marc Seifer sent above extract 
from his book and also 

Stanford White’s signature 
(below right) 

(top right) a letter from Larry about 
Tesla’s visits to the family



Tesla and Pupin came 
from similar backgrounds 

but not close in NYC 
White & St. Gaudens 

different backgrounds but 
very close in NYC 
both close w. Tesla





Tesla is trending
• 70 years after his death Tesla’s name is showing up everywhere. 

• we should remember not only Tesla’s accomplishments but also the 
incredibly fruitful environment he entered in his adopted country 

• the story of Tesla enriches our perception of physics and 
engineering today 

• accounts of today’s physics  (eg at CERN) would also be enriched 
by knowing the characters of the previous generation 

• I have been filming interview material that could add balance to the 
popular accounts of today’s physics 


